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When the Sparks started!

Justin and I had lived at the same apartment complex for atleast a year before meeting. We saw each other plenty

of times while Noun Noun , or Noun Noun , but had never made any

Noun - Plural .

In March of 2011 I decided to switch from Gold's Gym in Downtown Pittsburgh to LA Fitness in Robinson

because it was close to home and I needed a change. Within the first week of my membership, I was introduced

to Justin by a mutual Proper Noun . :)

Conversation continued the second time we saw each other because of my upcoming move into a new apartment

suite. Justin offered to help Verb all of my heavy Noun ; however, he needed a way to get in

touch with me in order to coordinate everything. Neither of us had our Noun - Plural , so I offered to leave

a business card on his car. I was given specific directions to look for the Black Honda Accord that backed into

the parking spot closest to the apartment complex entrance. I felt like such a Noun - Plural having to look

for his Noun , and felt that it would be best to wait for the Noun because it is still dark when I

leave for Noun .

A few days later (partially delayed due to a case of the flu) I was able to put my card on his driver-side

Noun . I received an email from Justin early that afternoon asking me if I would like to go on a

Noun and we haven't left each other's Noun since!
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